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KIT CONTENTS:
•  p1 power
•  i3 button
•  i13 light sensor
•  i17 timeout
•  i18 motion trigger
•  i20 sound trigger
•  014 bright led
•  011 servo
•  w1 wire (x2)

•  littleBits shoes (x6)
•  littleBits screwdriver
•  littleBits battery cable
•  9v battery
•  littleBits mounting board
•  sissors
•  #0 phillips screwdriver
•  camera + AAA (x3)
•  electrical tape
•  instruction cards
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Challenge 1: Getting to know littleBits

Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

ROLLER SWITCH

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

The roller switch is handy – it has a little lever with 
a wheel and activates when something presses 
it – just like inside your refrigerator. You can also 
flip the mode switch to make it turn off when the 
lever is pushed in. 

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

MORE InfO littleBits.cc/Bits/roller-switch

power LEDroller switch

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Set the roller 
switch to “open” 
or “close.”

Watch your 
green output 
module react!

Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

ROLLER SWITCH

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

The roller switch is handy – it has a little lever with 
a wheel and activates when something presses 
it – just like inside your refrigerator. You can also 
flip the mode switch to make it turn off when the 
lever is pushed in. 

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

MORE InfO littleBits.cc/Bits/roller-switch

power LEDroller switch

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Set the roller 
switch to “open” 
or “close.”

Watch your 
green output 
module react!

Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

button

try this circuit

The button module is a classic: big, round and 
springy for comfortable pressing! Push it to turn 
your creation on, and release it to turn it off. Snap 
a buzzer in place after your button to sound out 
signals in morse code!

try this circuit

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Push the button. Watch your 
green output 
module turn on!

More info littleBits.cc/Bits/button

power buzzerbutton

① Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on

②  Push the 
button

③  Watch your 
green output 
module turn 
on!

p1 power i3 button 014 bright led 
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Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

ROLLER SWITCH

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

The roller switch is handy – it has a little lever with 
a wheel and activates when something presses 
it – just like inside your refrigerator. You can also 
flip the mode switch to make it turn off when the 
lever is pushed in. 

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

MORE InfO littleBits.cc/Bits/roller-switch

power LEDroller switch

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Set the roller 
switch to “open” 
or “close.”

Watch your 
green output 
module react!

Challenge 2: Add a sensor

②  Wave or move to 
activate the led with 
the motion sensor

①  Swap the 
button with 
the motion 
sensor

Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

motion trigger

try this circuit

The motion trigger senses the slightest movement 
360 degrees around it. It is similar to the sensor 
on an automatic door. When someone is moving 
nearby, it sends an on signal to the following 
module. It is very sensitive. The motion trigger can 
sense an area of around 10' x 10'. 
try this circuit

more info littleBits.cc/Bits/motion-trigger

power LED
motion
trigger

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Wave, dance, 
or move to acti-
vate the motion 
trigger.

Watch your 
green output 
module turn on!

i18 motion 
trigger 

Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

ROLLER SWITCH

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

The roller switch is handy – it has a little lever with 
a wheel and activates when something presses 
it – just like inside your refrigerator. You can also 
flip the mode switch to make it turn off when the 
lever is pushed in. 

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

MORE InfO littleBits.cc/Bits/roller-switch

power LEDroller switch

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Set the roller 
switch to “open” 
or “close.”

Watch your 
green output 
module react!
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Challenge 3: Add a timer

Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

ROLLER SWITCH

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

The roller switch is handy – it has a little lever with 
a wheel and activates when something presses 
it – just like inside your refrigerator. You can also 
flip the mode switch to make it turn off when the 
lever is pushed in. 

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

MORE InfO littleBits.cc/Bits/roller-switch

power LEDroller switch

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Set the roller 
switch to “open” 
or “close.”

Watch your 
green output 
module react!

①  Create a 
delay in 
the action 
by adding 
a timeout

Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

motion trigger

try this circuit

The motion trigger senses the slightest movement 
360 degrees around it. It is similar to the sensor 
on an automatic door. When someone is moving 
nearby, it sends an on signal to the following 
module. It is very sensitive. The motion trigger can 
sense an area of around 10' x 10'. 
try this circuit

more info littleBits.cc/Bits/motion-trigger

power LED
motion
trigger

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Wave, dance, 
or move to acti-
vate the motion 
trigger.

Watch your 
green output 
module turn on!

Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

timeout
more info littleBits.cc/Bits/timeout

try this circuit

The timeout is a settable timer. Try it after a button and fol-
low it with a light. Press and release the button to start the 
countdown. In “on-off” mode, the light will go on as soon 
as you release the button and the timer will start counting 
down to turn-off time. In “off-on” mode, the light will go out 
when you release the button and will turn back on after 
the timer reaches the allotted time. The time ranges from 
approximately 1 second to 5 minutes. Try it with a motion 
sensor and buzzer to create an intruder alarm!
try this circuit

power button timeout LED

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Flip the switch 
on the timeout 
to off  or o

Watch your 
green output 
module turn on!

use screwdr iver 
to set timer

i17 timeout 

②  Adjust the timeout with 
the small purple 
screwdriver. The timer 
adjusts from 1 second 
to 5 minutes 

Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

ROLLER SWITCH

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

The roller switch is handy – it has a little lever with 
a wheel and activates when something presses 
it – just like inside your refrigerator. You can also 
flip the mode switch to make it turn off when the 
lever is pushed in. 

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

MORE InfO littleBits.cc/Bits/roller-switch

power LEDroller switch

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Set the roller 
switch to “open” 
or “close.”

Watch your 
green output 
module react!
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Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

ROLLER SWITCH

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

The roller switch is handy – it has a little lever with 
a wheel and activates when something presses 
it – just like inside your refrigerator. You can also 
flip the mode switch to make it turn off when the 
lever is pushed in. 

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

MORE InfO littleBits.cc/Bits/roller-switch

power LEDroller switch

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Set the roller 
switch to “open” 
or “close.”

Watch your 
green output 
module react!

Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

motion trigger

try this circuit

The motion trigger senses the slightest movement 
360 degrees around it. It is similar to the sensor 
on an automatic door. When someone is moving 
nearby, it sends an on signal to the following 
module. It is very sensitive. The motion trigger can 
sense an area of around 10' x 10'. 
try this circuit

more info littleBits.cc/Bits/motion-trigger

power LED
motion
trigger

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Wave, dance, 
or move to acti-
vate the motion 
trigger.

Watch your 
green output 
module turn on!

COLOR CODE
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

Ages 8 to

You always need a blue and a 
green, pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

SERVO
MORE INFO littleBits.cc/Bits/servo

The servo is an adjustable motor that can swing 
back and forth! It has two modes: in “Turn” mode, 
the input from other modules determines the 
position of the arm – try using a dimmer to set 
the angle you want. In “Swing” mode, the servo 
will move back and forth on its own – the input 
controls the speed. 

TRY THIS CIRCUIT

Snap to any 
blue power 
module and 
turn on.

Snap any pink 
input module 
before the 
servo.

Flip the switch 
on servo to 
“swing” or 
“turn.”

power dimmer servo

Challenge 4: Triggering the camera

① Add the 
servo to 
your circuit 

③  Flip the 
switch on 
servo to 
“swing” or 
“turn.”

Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

timeout
more info littleBits.cc/Bits/timeout

try this circuit

The timeout is a settable timer. Try it after a button and fol-
low it with a light. Press and release the button to start the 
countdown. In “on-off” mode, the light will go on as soon 
as you release the button and the timer will start counting 
down to turn-off time. In “off-on” mode, the light will go out 
when you release the button and will turn back on after 
the timer reaches the allotted time. The time ranges from 
approximately 1 second to 5 minutes. Try it with a motion 
sensor and buzzer to create an intruder alarm!
try this circuit

power button timeout LED

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Flip the switch 
on the timeout 
to off  or o

Watch your 
green output 
module turn on!

use screwdr iver 
to set timer
④  Use the supplies to 

attach the servo to the 
camera and trigger the 
camera shutter with the 
servo arm

*Tip:	  Swap	  the	  buLon	  with	  
the	  sensor	  and	  =meout	  while	  
tes=ng	  your	  servo	  placement	   makersbymail.org 	  6	  



COLOR CODE
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

Ages 8 to

You always need a blue and a 
green, pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

SERVO
MORE INFO littleBits.cc/Bits/servo

The servo is an adjustable motor that can swing 
back and forth! It has two modes: in “Turn” mode, 
the input from other modules determines the 
position of the arm – try using a dimmer to set 
the angle you want. In “Swing” mode, the servo 
will move back and forth on its own – the input 
controls the speed. 

TRY THIS CIRCUIT

Snap to any 
blue power 
module and 
turn on.

Snap any pink 
input module 
before the 
servo.

Flip the switch 
on servo to 
“swing” or 
“turn.”

power dimmer servo

Challenge 5: Experiment

Ages 8 to

Color Code
Power–blue
Input–pink
Output–green
Wire–orange

You always need a blue and a 
green; pink and orange are 
optional, in between.

ROLLER SWITCH

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

The roller switch is handy – it has a little lever with 
a wheel and activates when something presses 
it – just like inside your refrigerator. You can also 
flip the mode switch to make it turn off when the 
lever is pushed in. 

TRy THIS CIRCuIT

MORE InfO littleBits.cc/Bits/roller-switch

power LEDroller switch

Start with a 
blue power 
module and 
turn it on.

Set the roller 
switch to “open” 
or “close.”

Watch your 
green output 
module react!

① Experiment 
with the other 
sensors and 
bits in your kit

②  Compare 
the results

?
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